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Abstract 

An apt instance of CCN is Named-Data networking (NDN). In order to satisfy the 

incoming requests for content, NDN permits all nodes to have a local cache. Hence, NDN 

permits all nodes to have a local cache. Hence, NDN becomes an excellent architecture in 

creating an enormous content distribution. Still, attacks which are very effective and relative 

(NDN). In order to maintain the requirements for content, NDN permits all nodes to have a 

local cache. Hence, NDN permits all nodes to have a local cache. Hence, NDN becomes an 

excellent design for effective and huge distribution of content. Even though caching can be 

used to make a relatively easy way to implement a faster network, cache poisoning and 

pollution are involved in such attacks. Cache poisoning is considered to be one of the most 

representative security attacks. To maintain a system against CPA attack, the best technique 

is to curb the attacker in its initial stage itself. This present makes an analysis on all the 

principals of attack detection and summarise the way to handle the attack.   

1. Introduction 

 The network attack surface includes all the vulnerabilities in linked hardware 

and software which can be viewed by unauthenticated users. Data’s in network might be 

vulnerable to attacks without proper security measures and controls in place. Few are only 

passive attacks, where the information is monitored and safe, whereas the major attacks turn 

out to be active, where the data is altered with the intention of corrupting or destroying the 

data or the network itself. If the networks and data do not possess a security plan in place, 

they are vulnerable to any kind of attack. 

1.1 Eavesdropping 

When an attacker eavesdrop a communication, it is known as sniffing or snooping. 

The greatest challenge which the administrators face in an organization is the inability of 

attacker or eavesdropper to be controlled in the network. It is the concept of listening the user 

silently about the data they are transferring in then network. so if there is no strong 

encryptions, the data will be easily eavesdropped.  
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1.2 Man in the Middle attack 

As name implies, man in the middle attack happens when few stranger between two 

communicators intervene and actively controls, captures and monitors the communication 

transparently for instance, the data exchange could be re-routed by an attacker. While 

computers correspond at a low level of security, the system may be incapable of predicting 

who is exchanging the data.  

1.3 Spoofing the identity of user 

To find a valid details, most operating systems and networks uses IP address of the 

computer. But sometimes, the identity of the system could be wrongly assumed. An attacker 

using any malware create a fake IP address inside an intranet which could lead to redirect or 

delete individual user’s data after accessing the network and its actual IP address.  

Cache poisoning is all about spoiling the user’s domain name system by replacing the 

original domain name with fake address thus when a user searches that page, it would be 

redirected to fake entry in table with fake address. Many hijacking programs could then be 

downloaded in the user’s computer without the knowledge of the user.  

1.4 Networking using NDN technique   

Content centric networking is the future of internet design which is the study of 

network usage and making an awareness on problems in modern day internet architecture. It 

is based on host dependent architecture IP to a data dependent architecture. It is about how 

people design, implement, deploy and utilize the network with its application in the network.  

The basic idea behind this is that the internet is an information distribution system 

which should be dependent on named content in spite of numerical valued hosts.  The 

principal of the communication should be focussed on the data to be retrieved without 

concentrating on where those data retrieved from. Because the data from the internet are 

often disseminated from location around the globe. NDN is very helpful in minimizing traffic 

and make a speed delivery and easy device setup and more security in the network.  

Cache poisoning, as mentioned earlier, spoils the data in the cache and create a fake 

data in the DNS. Thus when a request arrives for network based operations like resolving 

URLs, emails or other web requests, it would be lead to a fake domain.   
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During cache poisoning, the attacker send fake response from an attacked DNS to 

redirect the domain name to a new IP address. Usually, this IP address would be the one 

monitored by the attacker.  

This IP address could be used to attackers to spread worms and other malware. Denial 

of service (DOS) and Man in the Middle attacks are the most important aspects used during 

cache poisoning. It created vulnerability to the attacker. When the attacker sends forged DNS 

response, it could be cached by the real DNS, thus considered to be poisoned. So the users 

visiting this domain will get poisoned and they will get unauthorized IP addresses until the 

poison is cleared.  

2. Literature Survey 

2.1 Technique to detect high and low rate attacks 

 Cache pollution was first concentrated by Mauro et al [1]. The objective this pollution 

is to affect the cache locality to utilize links and cache misses of genuine users. He also 

proved that NDN can be used to mitigate this type of attack in both small and large set of 

networks. He also mentioned about the ineffectiveness of the counter measures of this type of 

attacks. So he introduced a new technique to detect pollution attacks which detects attack at a 

high rate with high accuracy. He proved it to be fast in recognizing and restricting the 

attacker and it is lightweight that can be used in various topologies. It is also proved to be 

free from traffic.  

2.2 Realistic attack  

 An elaborate description of content poisoning attack in realistic deployments 

was proposed by Tan Ngugen et al [2]. A rigorous method of analysing this technique was 

performed and came up with the result of measurement which proved to the more realistic. 

He utilized test bed and assessed the result of attack through experiments. He also made the 

selection of metrics to analyse this attack and proved to be more feasible in reality. It is also 

proved to produce mild effect on the provider and had a high effect on good client, access 

routers and the core, especially with rich attack rate. Thus finally it is proved to be well 

secured from CPA in all scenario.  

2.3 Assessment and possible mitigation of DoS in NDN 
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 NDN in DOS was defined by Paulo at el [3]. It named the data instead of just locating 

and transforming into class entity which makes it more attractive and suitable for emerging 

trend. It also contains features to control the attacks popularly found today.  But detection of 

DOS attack using NDN is not detected till now. But this study attempted to address this issue.  

This paper also focuses on the relative virtues of self-certifying, which is disagreeable to 

human-readable, names in the situation of content-centric web.  A study was made as to why 

DOS assaults which are successful in the prevailing IP based internet turns out to be 

unsuccessful against NDN. It was found in the study that there were two modern kinds of 

NDN-particular DOS assaults:; interest flooding and content/cache poisoning . It further 

analysed the influence of varied natures of both kinds of attack and proposed particular 

implicit counter-measures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Architecture of NDN based network setup 
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 The difficulties of data principles in NDN was elaborately studied by Dohyng Kim el 

al [4]. The study also included the method to violate content integrity. A practical solution 

which skilfully discovers poisoned data from the CS with least overhead was also suggested 

by them. Since the suggested method corresponds with the prime NDN design, it is 

contemplated to be a typical and actual feature. This study elaborately discusses data 

poisoning assaults and their impacts and gives an easy but efficient solution for them. 

Usually, the suggested technique uses the built-in signature, but its aim is to reduce overhead 

by preventing unnecessary confirmations. This technique temporarily avoids the cache virtue, 

but is gloriously reduces the power of poisoned data on the web with less overhead. A 

detailed study proved that the suggested method capably moderates large confirmation 

overhead without destroying CS functioning and soundness. 

2.5 Detection of CPA attacks 

ELDA, an able and Lightweight identifying method which opposes cache pollution assaults 

was proposed by Zhiwei XuH et al[5]. CPA attacks be effectively and efficiently detected by 

ELDA. Both LDA and FLA attacks were analysed, and an important symptom was 

discovered, and they formed a across-the-board method to detect the above mentioned 

attacks. LFM, a light weight Flajolet-Martin sketch was designed, which enables to feature 

the indication of assault traffic constructively and coherently. Besides this, they designed 

ELDA, a systematic CPA discernment solution, which avails the LFM design to control 

significant traffic with maximum functioning and minimum resource consumption. They 

further analysed the safety of ELDA, and evaluated its functioning in SIM. Their study and 

assumptions state that by engrossing a few ciphering and memory resources, ELDA could 

efficaciously and logically trace CPA assaults. Their emulsion takes lead of the variance in 

the assaults and usual traffic. This study stated that their approach gives a better functioning 

at minimum cost, and is capable of find both the LDA and FLA assaults aptly. 

2.6 Mitigate content poisoning 

A Lightweight approach was presented by Wenjing Cui et al [6] to reduce data 

poisoning by disposing fake data packets in cache depository and assist web to alter 

forwarding ways to recoup legal data packets. Feedback-based content poisoning Mitigation 

(FCPM) in NDN, was proposed by Wenjing Cui et al. The FCPM Scheme could assist web to 

investigate substitute redirecting ways to reinstate legal data restore, void the poisoned caches 

and suppress the evil providers. Additionally, it could perceive and combat the content 
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poisoning produced by the intervening compromised routers too. They implemented this 

method by collating it with instant failover in SIM counterfeit . Outcomes proved that this 

method could reduce the content poisoning assaults swiftly and constructively. 

2.7 Content poisoning in NDN  

 Stephanie Dibenedetto et al [7] explored the issues of data poisoning elaborately and 

surveyed the condition of the art in alleviating methods. Instead of attempting to comprehend 

implementing-particular trust models, it was proposed that the network avail namespace 

ownership, which places web components on identical basis to perceive worst content. Instant 

failover and probe first were the two evaluated evasion strategies, which traverse the range of 

endeavour disbursed by the web constituents to avert inductive sources. Effects showed that 

both procedures are efficient of tracing a authorised data even when almost half of the 

topology contains hostile nodes. These upshots were attained instinctually; no machinist or 

other exterior interruption is required to attach a adjunct hijack. This is a important variance 

from the prevailing web where promoters try to avail traffic engineering to retrieve hijacked 

traffic. The main variance is the needed, openly empirical, signatures on every NDN data 

packets. NDN nodes are capable of behaving to issues when signature validation is 

incorporated with the interest / data technique response series. Hence, for traditional secure 

routing approaches, they had a natural ICN assured forwarding method which doesn’t require 

to exchange the idea of “content from anywhere”. This outlooks summits the intrinsic 

potential of a secured, named content. 

 

 

Figure 2: Architecture of detection system in NDN  
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2.8 Mitigating CPA from content objects 

A grading algorithm for cached data was proposed by Cesar Ghali et al [8], which 

permits routers to identify virtuous and defective data. This categorization depends on facts 

gathered from deeds of purchasers ensuring distribution of data gadgets. Investigation effects 

aid this insistence that the suggested grading algorithm could explicitly attenuates data 

poisoning assaults. A cached item is assigned a numerical value _a rank. In order to satisfy 

the subsequent interests of the consumers, a highest ranked cached object is chosen for 

candidature. It is asserted with results that the suggested grading algorithm locates and 

attenuates data poisoning assaults. 

2.9 NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD) 

An approach was proposed by Hoang Long Mai et al [9] to control and peculiar 

diagnosis in NDN nodes grasping Bayesian web methods. The initial components for the plan 

and implementing safe controlling levels for NDN have been suggested. Hence, a cautious 

choice of NFD metrics has been executed and micro-detectors, which are capable of 

considering any type of abnormal variations, have been formed and calculated both 

speculatively and factually. By leveraging a Bayesian web thinker, the association betwixt 

metrics have been highlighted, hence permitting the perception of any anomalous conduct in 

an NDN mode. For validating  their suggestion , two assault structures of the data poisoning 

assault has been examined in a real test bed, and they  stated the ability of the way to aptly 

identify these assaults at different web positions and with different frequencies. 
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Figure 3: Architecture of content management in NDN  

2.10 Credibility of NDN  

Hashao Kang et al [10] devised an in web mutual validation device to elevate the ratification 

functioning of NDN routers while securing the data poisoning. In their plan, the router gauges 

the plausibility of collecting content packet from two facets, the internal-appraisal gauging by 

itself and the outward-rating from its challenging routers.  After accomplishing the merged 

analysis, router additionally does a contingent ratification relied on likelihood for the content 

packet with maximum reliability it would be checked with minimum chances. Depending on 

the synthesized credibility rating of gathered content packet, this appliance forms a combined 

validation association amid routers on reverse way and productively minimizes a maximum 

irrelevant mundane endorsement. The consequences manifested that ICOV has quality 

functioning for both certification assignment and denial ability of data poisoning under 

immense traffic. 

2.11 Privacy in NDN 

An perception of privacy assaults as an innate and pertinent concern in Named Data 

Networking design was proposed by Tobias Lauinger et al [11]. Assistance against exclusive 

assaults are viable to a trade-off amid functioning and solitude. Caching of content could give 

greater implementation, but it advances at the expense of lunching a possibility for secluding 

transgressions. This peril heightened if caching is made ubiquitous and extensive-motive, as 

it is feasible for NDN designs. The trade-off amid functioning and seclusion can be grasped 

at different levels of abstraction by determining if specific agreement attributes should be 

used , the collection quantity where caches should be set and what data might be cached. 

Provided a speculative way of dividing objects in accordance with sensitivity, the most fine-

grained is to exclude the majority of non-sensitive traffic unaltered and to stop privacy-

sensitive data from being cached. Data objects included in privacy-sensitive interaction are 

prone to least fame , hence prohibiting them from caching not only  enhances solitude , but 

may enhance the overall web organization too. 

2.12 Data authenticity in NDN 

To impose safety strategies in NDN, so that it could strangle varied assaults in NDN , 

(i.e) content poisoning attacks, DOS attacks , and content leakage attacks; Li Li et al [12] 
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suggested capability-based security enforcement architecture [CSEA]. In order to instrument 

a efficient method within CSEA, they have leveraged light weight hash algorithms. Content 

genuineness in NDN in a scattered form is enabled through ability relied safety prosecuting 

design. CSEA leverage efficiencies are able to identify they key equity of advanced packets. 

CSEA prototype was implemented on the CCNX tribune and the wellbeing CSA with tested 

and planet lab investigations were demonstrated. The outcomes proved that CSEA initiates 

trivial overhead in redeeming data packets in NDN and CSEA only sustains around 4% of 

supplementary retardness in recapturing content packets. 

2.13 Reduction of malicious routers 

ROM, A rounter-oriented mitigation of data poisoning assault in NDN was proposed by 

Danye Wu ey al [13]. ROM safeguards against data poisoning assaults by smartly and 

provisionally neglecting the dangerous routers from channelling track, evading the chances 

that the data would be poisoned in the course of conveyance.  However, limiting threading 

routers in NDN is too demanding. To neglect confirming signature hop by hop, they 

progressing data relying on the “reputation” of routers, and measure this status by availing 

the distinctive observations in NDN. The securities are efficiency of ROM is demonstrated by 

security analysis and extensive simulations. 

2.14 Content verification schemes 

Two content verification schemes were proposed by Yi Wang et al [14], “user assisted” and 

“Router-Cooperation”. The former leads to best performances, the latter prevents the 

scheming assaults by moulding edge routers confirm the data solitarily without the aid of 

routers and the core routers no more check the data. The user-assisted content confirmation 

method checks data contributors to approve the accuracy of data. By passing the data 

confirmation in NDN routers, the customer accommodated method could gain ideal 

functioning. The Router-Cooperation data attestation method checks the data contributor 

solitarily without the aid of users. By replacement lopsided requirement with symmetric 

encryption need, the Router cooperation method could virtually minimizes the computing 

resource for cryptographic functioning and develop the performance of data verification 

2.15 Security risks in NDN 

The safety perils brought by availing NDN solutions in VANETS were made a 

comprehensive discussion by Salvatore Signorelli et al[15]. A new set of secure proneness 

was provided by NDN design. The concrete NDN threats are represented by means of content 
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names like interest filled assaults, cache poisoning assaults and privacy violation assaults. 

While the advantages provided by NDN to vehicular web have been partly analysed, the 

influence of vital safety challenges remain vague. Gripping NDN in VANET schemes 

requires contemplating the advantages and perils. Henceforth, future investigations on NDN-

relied VANETS should concentrate on more lightweight devices to prevent poisoned caches 

than appliances to avoid the web to be crowded by interests. In reality, the first threat seems 

to be vastly pertinent for a scheme in which caching is suggested as a prime important cause 

to expand content distribution. 

2.16 Prevention cache privacy violation 

 Popularity based caching strategy (PPNDN) was designed by Ji-yeon at al [6] to 

protect cache from privacy violation not bothering the performance and mitigating the attack. 

The cache period would be minimum so the success of the attack could also be minimum. 

The cache period has less storage time than LCE until CS is full.  The familiarity was 

addressed by NDN routers depending on the demand of the local users. Reducing the cache 

period based on demand would reduce the immunity to cache privacy violation and created 

effective network performance. This work also proved that PPNDN has minimal period of 

caching without affecting the performance compared to any other cache policies.  

2.17 Mitigation of NDN attacks 

        The Montimage Monitoring Tool(MMT) was designed by Messaoud Aouadj et al[17] to 

show how this technique can be used to find classical CPA attacks in the network and how to 

reduce the effect in the network. This work suggested the elements needed to create and 

implement security related orchestration to visualize NDN. Using TOSCA, it is evident that 

orchestration can not only use NDN but also reduce the attack. To boost up this concept, CPA 

is used as a proof. The results describe the capability of the proposed system which can detect 

such attacks more keenly and mitigate its effects more effectively.  

2.18 NDN verification 

            Jun Bi et al [18] suggested content verification method which reduces unwanted 

verification and favours the previously checked date in content which reduce the overhead of 

verification by 90% without missing any poisoned pieces. But still this method is vulnerable 

to verification attack by which a huge part of unchecked content will be accessed by system 

resources. This work also brings up pre-processing which made verification attack and 

provided a most robust solution depending on mathematically analysis. This study also shows 
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that the resource are maximum utilized by eliminating the useless verification of content. 

Thus harmful content are avoided perfectly.   

2.19 Cache pollution framework analysis 

             CoMon++,a framework for lightweight coordination , was presented by Hani 

Salah et al[19] , which prevent attacks in future. The important benefit of using CoMon++ is 

that it separates it from other solutions that are based on attack based information.  CoMon++ 

is created to address the problem of small part of networks as well. It is analysed through 

intensive simulations and proved to be more effective and far better than the existing systems. 

It is also noted that it creates less overhead than the existing systems. CoMon++ can be 

created by various ways to improve the load balancing and fault tolerance in its distributed 

way. Also many ISPs can be used to reduce attack and to defend against vulnerabilities.  

2.20 Clustering of cache pollution attack 

This scheme of detection and defence for cache pollution technique is proposed by Lin Yao 

et al [20]. It is the most effective method of detecting and defending against the damage of 

CPA. It probe the difference between regular and attacked requests. It is used to cluster and 

capture the abnormal distribution of request when LDA or FLA is launched. In this 

technique, a defence is made to create an attack table of corresponding content of attacked 

requests which doesn’t indexed in table. The results shows that it produce maximum 

efficiency and have effective CPU usage, memory usage and processing time.   

Table I: Features and Challenges of Conventional attack resisting models in Named Data 

Networking 

Author 
[citation] 

Tools Methodology Features 

Mauro Conti et 
al [1] 

Network 
simulator-3 

Cache pollution 
detection algorithm. 

Quickly and accurately 
determines when a router is 
under attack 

Tan Nguyen et al 
[2] 

Testbed based 
on the latest 
NFD version. 

Three realistic attack 
scenarios. 

Clients are secured from CPA 
in an effective way.  

Paolo Gasti et al 
[3] 

Network 
simulator-3 

Signature based scheme  Reduces overhead of 
verification without bothering 
CS performance.  
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Dohyung Kim et 
al [4] 

ns-3 ndnSIM 
simulator 

Local poisoning 
global poisoning 

Reduces utilization of 
computational resources.  

ZhiweiXuH et al 
[5] 

NDN simulator Efficient and 
Lightweight Detection 
scheme based on 
Lightweight 
Flajolet-Martin (LFM) 
 

effectively and 
Efficiently detect CPA attacks. 

Wenjing Cui et 
al [6] 

Network 
simulator-3 

Content poisoning based 
on feedback scheme is 
used  

Generate valid data packet 
much more faster than any 
other system  

Stephanie 
DiBenedetto et al 
[7] 

NDN simulator Two compostable, 
evasion strategies 

Even if many nodes affected 
by attack, this saves the 
system.  

Cesar Ghali et al 
[8] 

Network 
simulator-3 

contentRanking 
algorithm 

effectivelyDetects and 
mitigates content poisoning 
attacks 

Hoang Long Mai 
et al [9] 

Testbed As many as 18 NFD 
parameters are used  
 

Detects the attackers in high 
speed  

Haohao Kang et 
al [10] 

NDN simulator In-network cooperative 
verification mechanism. 

Effectively defend content 
poisoning while significantly 
reducing content verification 
overhead. 
 

Tobias Lauinger 
et al [11] 

Not mentioned Named Data Networking 
architectures 

Improves privacy and 
increases the overall network 
efficiency. 

 

Qi Li et al [12] Small-scale 
testbed and 
Planetlab 

Capability-based 
security enforcement 
architecture 

CSEA consumes only 4% 
delay during packet retrieval.  
 

Danye Wu et al 
[13] 

NDN simulator ROM-Router-Oriented 
Mitigation 

ROM has much better 
efficiency and achieved a good 
detection accuracy. 
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Yi Wang et al 
[14] 

NDN simulator User-assisted, Router-
Cooperation verification 
schemes. 

Improves 
the verification performance, 
prevents attack. 

Salvatore 
Signorello et al 
[15] 

Not mentioned Not mentioned Presents new set of security 
vulnerabilities. 

Ji-Yeon Yang et 
al [16] 

NS 3-based 
NDN simulator 

Popularity-based caching 
strategy, 

It has minimum period of 
caching without affecting the 
performance of the network  

MessaoudAouadj 
et al [17] 

UTT testbed TOSCA topology 
and orchestration mode 

Orchestrator is effectively 
used to reduce the attack in the 
network  

Jun Bi etal [18] NS-3 ndnSIM 
simulator 

content verification 
scheme 

Content poisoning due to CS 
attack are reduced using this 
scheme  
 

Hani Salah et al 
[19] 

ndnSIM 
 

CoMon++ Highly effective 
Signalling overhead for 
coordination is very low. 

Lin Yao et al 
[20] 

NS-3 based  
simulator  

Defence scheme and  
detecting Cache 
Pollution is proposed  

Contrast between regular and 
malicious requests are 
analysed and used for 
detection  
 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

This survey reviews all the above stated method, but it was discovered that there were 

some loopholes in the already existing solution by studying the actual characteristics of NDN 

network is made. The vulnerability of NDN design and cache poisoning attack is detailed and 

suggested a technique that can satisfy the detection of attack in the network. it also brings a 

solution to cache poisoning and how to defend attack in future.  
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